
C O N C I E R G E  G U I D E



Tailored to you preferences,
let us blend the beauty and

excitement of La Baja with the art of
personalized service, assuring your

get away will result in a truly
unforgettable experience.

From Las Ventanas is easy to enjoy
outdoor adventures into the

unspoiled desert landscape and
exclusive tours in the pristine waters

of the Sea of Cortés including
world-class sport fishing,

snorkeling, surf , sunset sailing,
scuba dive and whale watching are
among the other activities enjoyed

in the year-round sunshine.
 



Enjoy a romantic sunset or discover the
secrets of the Sea of Cortez by snorkeling
with your loved ones. You will be greeted
with a friendly smile from the captain and

the crew on board.
The adventure begins towards the famous

Arch of Cabo San Lucas, visiting the
colony of sea lions and Pelican Rock. In

addition to visiting one of our dream
bays, Chileno Bay, enjoy a delicious

meal, as well as fun water activities such
as snorkeling and stand-up paddle.

The sunset cruise starts with a glass of
champagne in a front row seat to enjoy
whale watching (seasonally) and is a

perfect seat to enjoy the romantic sunset.

 
°Private Yacht Experience°



Baja California boasts a stunning
natural environment across breathtaking

mountains, desert plains and azure 
ocean views.

Go for the wild ride!
Conquer the awe inspiring desert
landscape of la Baja behind the

wheel of a rugged UTV.
Departing directly from Las Ventanas lobby,
the exhilarating guided tour culminates with

an epic crossing of the world’s
longest wooden hanging bridge

 Las Ventanas Exclusive
°Razor Adventure°



The Pacific Ocean joins with the celestial emerald
waters of the Sea of Cortez and gives rise to this

famous Baja land mark.
Apart from its overwhelming beauty and amazing
rock formations. The Arch is an ideal habitat for

marine birds multicolored fish.
Observe the sea lion’s colony, take a scenic walk at

Lovers Beach and enjoy the great snorkeling this
area has to offer.

Let us take you to the best well kept secret spots at
our two favorite bays and make the most of this

unique adventure.
Santa María and Chileno Bays are two of the safest
swimming bays in Cabo where the depth of the sea
is ideal for snorkel lovers. It’s a once in a lifetime
opportunity to see sub tropical fish and marine life
in their natural habitat among stunning coral and

rock formations.

°Snorkel & Paddle Board°



Over recent years, the Los Cabos area has
evolved into one of Mexico's leading golf

destinations, and an
international golf Mecca. 

 
Golfers come from throughout the world to
play in the area’s spectacular championship

golf courses; all designed by recognized
masters of course designs by Jack Nicklaus,

Robert Trent Jones II .
 

We have partnered with some of the very
best Golf Courses in the destination that
placed Los Cabos golf on the map and
continues to deliver an experience that
draws golfers from around the world.

° Golf °



Los Cabos,
Mexico is "The Marlin  Capital of
the World”, some examples of the

variety which we have in the waters of
La Baja are Striped Marlin, Blue

Marlin, Black Marlin Dorado, Tuna,
Wahoo and Roosterfish.   

Places like the world-famous Gordo 
Bank  are in a quick boat ride away and

these  waters teem year-round with
world-record fish. 

Ask your captain where
the fish are holding and your breath

taking charter experience is underway.
Las Ventanas al Paraiso Offers a wide

range of fishing fleets  to meet our
guest wishes.

°Sport Fishing°



Be prepared for the highlight of your
vacations, this adventure has all of your
adrenaline based recreational activities
covered, making you to have the fun of

your life.
You will ride in desert trails that are a

wild treat offering a strange new world to
explore sand dunes, rocky landscapes and
the longest wooden hanging bridge in the

world!

°Atv's° 



At Las Ventanas al Paraíso we pride
ourselves on our expertise of handling

any request.
Private Customized trips offer the
perfect way to celebrate special

occasions with your family and friends.
Enjoy exclusive adventures knowing
that we'll take care of the smallest of

details!
We remain available for any questions
or more information about pricing and
availability  in order to begin building

your customized itinerary
 
 
 

lasventanas.concierge@rosewoodhotels.com


